WRITTEN CRITERIA FOR THE ISSUANCE OF A PROFESSIONAL BOXER'S FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION CARD

I. Boxing Commissions shall only issue Federal Identification Cards to boxers residing in their state, in a state without a boxing commission or a foreign boxer who provides proper identification and proof of residency.

II. A professional boxer shall make contact with the boxing commission located in the state in which the boxer resides to schedule an appointment with the boxing commission representative to apply for a "Professional Boxer's Federal Identification Card".

III. The professional boxer must present to the boxing commission representative at least one or a combination of the following documents to be issued a federal identification card:

- Boxer’s state driver's license (issued by the state in which the professional boxer resides);
- Boxer’s social security card;
- Boxer’s state-issued identification card (listing the professional boxer's date of birth and issued by the state in which the professional boxer resides);
- Boxer’s birth certificate.

IV. If the professional boxer is a resident of a foreign country, the professional boxer shall present to the boxing commission representative his foreign passport.

V. The professional boxer may be required to present to the boxing commission representative two passport-sized photos of him for use by the boxing commission in creating his Professional Boxer's Federal Identification Card. (The boxing commission representative will affix one of the photos to the Professional Boxer's Federal Identification Card, while placing the other on file under the professional boxer's name.)

VI. The boxing commission representative shall provide the professional boxer with the "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card Application". The professional boxer shall complete the application (including listing the professional boxer's updated telephone numbers), reads the "Terms and Conditions" of the application, and signs and dates the application.

VII. The boxing commission representative shall verify that the "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card Application" has been fully completed, signed and dated by the professional boxer. Upon doing so, the boxing commission representative signs and dates the application.

VIII. The boxing commission representative must require that the professional boxer sign the "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card".

IX. The boxing commission representative, after listing the "Expiration Date" of the professional boxer's "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card" on the "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card Application", issues the Federal ID card via BoxRec, the official boxing registry of the Association of Boxing Commissions. The "Federal Identification Number" for this individual is issued automatically through the BoxRec system.

X. If the boxing commission charges a fee to the professional boxer for the issuance of an "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card", the boxing commission representative collects the fee from the professional boxer.
XI. The boxing commission representative instructs the professional boxer to keep his "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card" in a safe place at all times. The boxing commission representative also informs the professional boxer that he **MUST** bring his "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card" to the weigh-in activity for every bout in which he is scheduled to compete.

XII. The boxing commission representative shall type or write (neatly) the professional boxer's information (including the professional boxer's "Federal Identification Number" and the "Expiration Date" of the card) onto the "Association of Boxing Commissions Boxer's Federal Identification Card" and laminate the card. The issuing commission should place an identifying seal or mark on the card to verify the authenticity of the federal identification card. Alternatively the card can be printed out via BoxRec.com.

XIII. A professional boxer must renew his card at least once every four years.